POW Prefects Charter
As a POW Prefect you have the responsibility of leading the school, of setting the highest example
and showing your peers the true meaning of being a Gold Medal Learner. POW Prefects are the
embodiment and best examples of our LEARNERS values.
As a POW Prefect we are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Present and ready to learn in every lesson
On time for school each day
Pupils who have completed their homework to our best standard (including having reading
records signed daily.)
LEARNERS that have the necessary equipment for each lesson (including PE kit, and a signed
slips when letters go home and need to be returned.)
Pupils who have displayed excellent learning behaviour as a habit.
Pupils who support the learning of their peers.
Pupils who perform their duties to the best of their abilities.
Pupils who are responsible and dependable.
Pupils who are role models to everyone.

POW Prefects will be given duties that will help us all maintain our friendly, calm and enjoyable
environment.
Duties will include:

•

Before and after assemblies prefects should be strategically placed to make children are
moving around the school correctly (reminding the children to be walking on the left in the
corridor, not running, keeping chatter to a minimum, making sure children stay in the line.,
discouraging any unwanted behaviour in the corridors).
- Before assembly class teachers will let the prefects leave class a couple minutes early to
get into their signed positions (holding doors open at the back of the hall/ KS2 corridor/
staffroom corridor doors.
- During assembly they will sit on the floor in 4 rows of 4, across the hall, to model good
assembly behaviour.
- At the end of assembly, the Prefects will assume their positions again.

•

Prefects will help in resolve some of the minor playground disputes amongst their peers, and
referring to adults if problems persist.
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•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Monitor the island in the playground during break times to make sure children are not
kicking or throwing wood chippings around.
At lunchtimes, Prefects would be inside the lunch halls to be lunchtime monitors, where
they would assist children with their lunch and monitoring behaviour. This will also include
showing what good table manners look like and demonstrating use of cutlery.
If there are children who are not embodying our learners values, then the prefects would sit
down with them in a structured meeting, chaired by the LM’s, as a form of peer
intervention.
That pupils catch Prefects ‘doing it right’ and then tell them. Those frequently caught doing
it right are to be mentioned to class teacher for appropriate reward.
Prefects meet once week to review what has happened and to share any successes and
concerns.
That Prefects inform Mrs Clarke/Mrs Dhillon of children who bring persistent problems
in the playground, dinner rooms or around school generally.
Show people around the school when they visit, in support of the head boy and head girl at
request of SLT

•

Meet SLT half termly to discuss the impact that they having in school.

•

Support the Head Girl and Head Boy in all their duties.

•

Be involved with running the radio club.

I _____________________ agree to the terms of this Prefects Charter and promise to carry out my
duties to the best of my abilities.

Print Name: ______________________

Sign: ____________________________

Date: ____________________
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